
Who are we?
The team brings together a unique mix of science 

communicators from all over Europe. STEAM has 

four major educational institutions (Haaga-Helia 

University, Rhine-Waal University, University of 

Edinburgh, and University of Malta) involved, the largest 

network of science journalists (EUSJA), and a science 

communication company (Science View).  

Collectively they run undergraduate and postgraduate 

courses in the field, they publish or present on major media 

networks worldwide, they are science and art enablers, 

national festival and event organisers, publishing and 

blogging experts, and more.

What to expect?
STEAM takes a different approach, the programme does 

not only improve your writing and speaking skills but also 

covers the latest politics, theory, and management needs 

behind science communication.

STEAM is an innovative summer school that marries science 

and art through practice. Expect case studies, field trips, 

science slams, networking, and theatre performances.



For whom?
•   Students and young researchers interested in   

      science communication

•   Teachers

•   Science communication practitioners

•   Science journalists

•   Established researchers

 

No previous experience in communication is required.  

You should be eager to learn, and ready for a fully immersive 

experience on science communication theory and practice.

This summer school offers you:  

•   An introduction to all aspects of science communication    

     with no previous knowledge required

•  The possibility to experiment with different ways to engage  

     various public groups with scientific research

•   A sneak preview into a science communication career

•   An opportunity to improve transferable skills and career   

     development (part of Continuous Professional Development)

•   Access to educational materials and already  

     established practices

•   Large network for international cooperation and ideas transfer

How to participate 
 

Registration fee is 550 € for all participants. It includes free 

registration to the largest science conference in Europe:  

ESOF 2016 in Manchester.

Deadline: Fri June 10 2016 at 12:00 GMT lunchtime.

For more info: www.steamsummerschool.eu/register-steam

The programme

Managing and Monitoring 
 How to organise and manage 

large events and festivals for the 

public and for schools.

 
Dialogue and Discourse 
Theory and practice of science 

communication.

Media and Journalism 
How to write, edit, and create 

video to effectively communicate 

science.

 
Online and Social 
How to use online and social 

 media in the most powerful way.
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International examples of 

collaborations between scientists 

and artists in festivals & theatres.

Present and Moderate  
How to speak in public and 

moderate a discussion.

Advocate and Influence 
Strategies to lobby, work with 

policy makers, and make your 

 voice heard.


